What if the unthinkable happened?
UNTHINKABLE reveals the secrets of a mother’s soul
as she faces the possibility of death or life-long disabilities of her child. First shocked with horror and despair
after her son’s traumatic brain injury, Dixie FremontSmith Coskie and her family grow to find hope, healing,
and even greater love.
Dixie’s narrative of how she came to find the simplest
of things important—when her son is able to blink his
eyelids again, lift his finger, utter a word—is powerful,
moving and very real. It will bring you into a realm
where body, mind, and spirit are pushed to their limits,
sharing hope, strength, and inspiration.
Through one mother’s intensely personal account of
surviving tragedy, UNTHINKABLE is filled with
the power and perseverance of the human spirit and
universal lessons about struggle and triumph.
~ A COMPANION FOR CAREGIVERS ~
Each chapter includes powerful tips and tools to help
any parent faced with a child’s traumatic injury.

“Dixie Coskie was hit by a one-two punch that would
have knocked most of us out of the ring. She remains
standing, triumphant, ready to face whatever may come
her way, with a story of hope and patience that will help
others confronting unimagined challenges.”
— Joel Herskowitz, MD, Pediatric Neurologist, Boston Univ. School of Medicine

“Unthinkable gave me powerful insight and perspective.
This narrative is important for clinicians who treat
patients with neurological injuries, like TBI, as well as
for the families who have been touched by it, to remind
us that the power of family can be the best medicine.”
— Lisa Brown, Physical Therapist, Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital-Boston

“Unthinkable will leave you reeling. You will tear through
its pages—so searing, raw and full of desperate hope—
breathless with the need to find out what happens to
Dixie’s family. Their journey will inspire you to live life
to the fullest, to fight for faith in the midst of unthinkable
tragedy, and, above all, to never underestimate the
power of love.”
— Katrin Schumann, co-author of Mothers Need Time Outs, Too (McGraw-Hill)

“Unthinkable opened my eyes to the real and powerful
emotions, hardships and obstacles that families face
after traumatic brain injury and throughout recovery
and the long rehabilitation process.”
—Amy Pasternak, Doctor of Physical Therapy, Franciscan’s Hospital for Children
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Coskie is a mother,
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She is a sought-after inspirational speaker for schools,
camps, head injury programs, trauma centers, and pediatric
cancer units. Her harrowing experience and personal
perspective on the reality, consequences, and survival of
traumatic brain injury offer comfort and hope to others
facing seemingly insurmountable obstacles. Dixie lives in
Upton, a country suburb of Boston, with her husband and
eight awesome children.
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